Galaxies are not closed boxes.

intergalac:c
medium

Ou#lows
enrich the IGM in metals/dust
…quench star forma:on
…regulate black hole growth
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co-adding spectra in their rest frame.
We co-add the spectra using an IDL routine written by members of the DEEP2 team. From an input catalog of DEEP2 galaxies, the routine collects their one-dimensional extracted spectra,
corrects each for telluric absorption, shifts the wavelength scale
to the rest frame based on the DEEP2 catalog redshift, which
is derived from [O ii] in these objects, and co-adds the spectra,
weighting at each pixel by the inverse variance.
Weighting solely by the inverse variance would mean that
bright objects contribute super-linearly to the co-add, since they
have higher flux and lower variance. For the present sample, for
each spectrum we renormalized the inverse variance array so that
it has median of 1, prior to the telluric correction. The effect is to
retain the dependence of the inverse variance on wavelength in
each individual spectrum, e.g. due to night sky lines, but to take
out the object-to-object difference, to avoid weighting bright
galaxies more due to the higher S/N of their spectra. The coadded spectrum is light-weighted, not equal-number-weighted,
across the galaxy sample. We did not flux-calibrate the spectra
prior to co-addition; since the galaxies occupy a narrow redshift
range, the instrumental response does not vary greatly in the
pixels contributing to a given rest wavelength. The pixel spacing
in the co-added spectrum is 13.8 km s−1 at 2800 Å. The S/N/
pixel in the co-added spectrum of 1406 galaxies is 21, and in
the subsamples of Section 6 the S/N/pixel is 8–14.

Ou@lows can be inferred through line oﬀsets.

3. MG ii ABSORPTION IN DEEP2 GALAXIES
3.1. The Co-added Spectrum at z = 1.4

Figure 2 shows the full co-added spectrum of the 1406galaxy Mg ii sample. The spectrum is dominated by strong
[O ii] 3727 emission. There are prominent Balmer absorption
lines indicating a young stellar population with A stars, [Ne iii]
3869 emission, and some narrow Balmer emission. The UV
spectrum blueward of [O ii] is relatively featureless except for
weak He I 3188 Å emission, and strong absorption from Mg i at
2852 Å and the Mg ii doublet at 2796, 2803 Å.
In Figure 3 we extract the regions of the co-added spectrum
around the lines [O ii] 3726.0, 3728.8 Å, Mg ii 2795.5, 2802.7 Å,
and Mg i 2852.1 Å, and plot them on restframe velocity scales
derived from the DEEP2 catalog redshift. At this high redshift,
the DEEP2 redshift is based solely on fitting [O ii]. The [O ii]
doublet is thus necessarily fixed to zero velocity, here referenced
to the redder line at 3728.82 Å. The immediately visible result
is that the Mg ii and Mg i absorption lines are asymmetric and
blueshifted by a few hundred km s−1 with respect to the systemic
velocity defined by [O ii].
The lines of the [O ii] doublet are symmetric, with lowintensity wings more extended than Gaussian. The wings could
be due to wings in individual galaxies or simply the fact that the
summation of Gaussians of different dispersions is not itself a
Gaussian. In local superwind galaxies, faint optical emission is

Figure 2. Co-added spectrum of all 1406 galaxies in the Mg ii sample, in the
rest frame. The upper line is the spectrum, smoothed with a 5 pixel boxcar, and
the lower smooth line is the error spectrum of the smoothed co-add.
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Figure 3. [O ii] 3726.0, 3728.8, Mg ii 2795.5, 2802.7, and Mg i 2852.1 Å lines
in the co-added spectrum of 1406 galaxies, relative to zero velocity as defined
by the redshift derived from [O ii]. The [O ii] doublet lines are at their nominal
systemic velocities, but the Mg i and both Mg ii lines show blueshifted and
asymmetric absorption profiles. The horizontal bars in the middle panel show
the extent of the windows used in Section 3.4 to measure absorption and excess
emission in individual spectra.

and in very blue star-forming galaxies, is much weaker than
[O ii], and has a small blueshift of 40 km s−1 .
In local luminous infrared and starburst galaxies, the centroid
of optical emission can be slightly blueshifted with respect to the
systemic velocity, presumably due to emission from outflowing
2
gas. For IR-luminous galaxies, Mirabel & Sanders (1988), found
the optical catalog redshift was blueshifted by 90 km s−1
on average relative to the centroid of 21 cm H i emission. In
local edge-on starbursts, Lehnert & Heckman (1996) found the
nuclear emission lines blueshifted by a median of 25 km s−1

The necessary data set.
Spectroscopy of

lines tracing ou@lowing gas
lines tracing the systemic redshiW

+ Photometry for calcula:ng stellar masses, star‐
forma:on rates, etc.
+ Ancillary data for measuring morphologies, star‐
forma:on rate surface densi:es, galaxy inclina:ons, etc.
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We study ou@lows at z = 1 in the Extended
Groth Strip.
Reddy et al. 2008

GALEX imaging
(FUV, NUV)

F606W

6”

redshiW
HST imaging
(F606W, F814W)
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We obtained spectroscopic data in the rest‐
frame UV.
[OII] (z )
λ

sys

CIV, FeII, MgII, MgI (zout)

LRIS: 3400‐6700 Å
212 objects; B < 24.5

Al II

LRIS: 7200‐9000 Å
DEIMOS (DEEP2): 6500‐9100 Å
1.19 < z < 1.35 = CIV 1549, MgI 2852 coverage
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BlueshiWed FeII absorp:on features are not
ubiquitous in the sample.
Inﬂow?
12100420

Veloci:es from FeII

Ou#lows

z = 1.20

Inﬂows
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The strength of ou@lows is correlated with
various galaxy proper:es.
ULIRGs

dwarf
starbursts
SFR (M*/yr)

Ou@low velocity increases with
increasing star forma:on rate.

Na D

face‐on

edge‐on

Chen et al. 2010
Ou@lows not seen in edge‐on systems.
edge‐on
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No trend between ou@low velocity and star‐
forma:on rate.

0.1 Msun yr‐1

Mar:n 2005

1000 Msun yr‐1
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Ou@low velocity and star‐forma:on rate surface
density are correlated.
Clump
area

Petrosian
area

Star‐forming clumps (z = 2)
Genzel et al. 2011
Bright clumps
Interclump
regions

Hα

2.4σ
2 outliers clipped
3.1σ
Star‐forma:on rate surface density
Kornei et al., submiqed
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Composite spectra show same trends as
individual objects.
Star‐forma:on rate surface density composites::

High SFRSD
Low SFRSD

High SFRSD: V1 = ‐31 ± 7 km s‐1
Kornei et al., submiqed

Low SFRSD: V1 = 44 ± 15 km s‐1

Mg II shows more kinema:c
varia:on than Fe II
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Theory supports a correla:on between ou@lows
and the density of star forma:on.
Fe II
Radia:on pressure from star
clusters (Murray et al. 2011).

V ≈ ΣSFR2

V ≈ ΣSFR0.1
Chen et al. 2010
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The geometry of ou@lowing winds at z = 1.
Na D

face‐on

edge‐on

edge‐on

Chen et al. 2010
Es:mate inclina:on from axis ra:os:
a
b

i = cos‐1(b/a)
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Face‐on galaxies show stronger blueshiWs than
edge‐on systems.
Inclina:on composites::
Low i
High i

Low i: V1 = ‐19 ± 9 km s‐1

High i: V1 = 28 ± 11 km s‐1

edge‐on
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Biconical ou@lows are consistent with our
observa:ons.
Inclina:on composites::

Veloci:es from FeII

Low i
High i

Ou#lows

Inﬂows
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Fine‐structure FeII* emission is absent in local
samples.
FeII* emission spa:ally
extended?
Slit losses?
probing very diﬀerent scales at z = 1 and z = 0
F606W

z=1
8400 pc/”

z=0
16 pc/”

Kornei et al., in prep.

2626 Å (ﬁne structure)
2600 Å (resonance)
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Summary.
edge‐on

Inclina:on composites::

Face‐on galaxies show
stronger ou@lows than
edge‐on systems.
Biconical geometry
θ ≈ 40°

2.4σ

Clump
area

Petrosian
area

Ou@low velocity is most
strongly correlated with
the concentra3on of star
forma:on.

2 outliers clipped
3.1σ

Star‐forma:on rate surface density
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